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description: izotope has released the rx2 enhanced version. the rx2 has gained even more quality tools, including a
new professional quality stretch mode, designed for the correction of digital audio material, and a new in-place
bands tool, which allows the creation of bands of frequencies, and the removal of noisy frequencies from the audio
signal. also new to the rx2 enhanced are two new audiophile tools: an advanced eq with mastering mode and
frequency-domain graphic equalizer. according to izotope senior product manager mike rozett, the rx2 enhanced is
the most complete and customizable toolkit available on the market. he also stressed that izotope was dedicated
to constantly improve the performance of its products, and this was an important goal for the team working on rx
tools. meldaproduction believes that the best way to provide you with the best possible value for your money is by
offering you almost all the products we have released so far as free plugins. if you still believe that you need more
plug-ins or you just want to pay a small price for our full set of vst plug-ins, you can do it for free with a 30-days
trial offer. all you need to do is to enter the following licence key on our registration page: this bundle contains all
meldaproduction products up to the latest version 15. in total it consists of 112 plugins (0.9 gb) which, for a non-
paying user, means unlimited functionality for a small cost. why would anyone need a product that has its price set
at zero? it is understandable that a lot of users, especially producers, are not willing to pay monthly for a product
that they can use for free for 30 days. if you are one of these users, use our trial-version wizard for free. it will
guide you through the process of downloading the trial version for your operating system and activation it as a
fully working 30-days trial. meldaproduction offers a 14-day money-back guarantee so you can test our products
for free and decide whether you like them or not. we will send you the full bundle by email as soon as your trial
expires.
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v15 is a milestone in meldaproduction's history, when new technologies of eq and modulation effect were
implemented in the most natural way. the rich dynamics of the original features was never compromised in the

process. meldaproduction is a developer of high-end plugins with a completely new approach to sound design. the
range of effects is constantly extended and enriched with new parameters. today's users can choose between a lot

of ways to work with mcompletebundle plugins. the most important feature of meldaproduction v15 is the most
important part of meldaproduction v15 - the workflow. meldaproduction considers the workflow of the user as its
most important feature. high fidelity digital audio processors designed specifically to assist you with the creation
and realization of your musical ideas. meldaproduction has developed v15, the company's most powerful update
ever. using powerful technologies and the most advanced algorithms, v15 is the most advanced, easy to use and
efficient noise-free audio processing plug-in on the market. this new approach will revolutionize the way you work

with effects and other audio tools. the mcompletebundle allows you to quickly create professional soundtracks,
commercials, scores, mixdowns and more. mcompletebundle contains 109 plugins. you can drag and drop your
favorite effects or plug-ins into them and get the perfect result without much effort. the mcompletebundle is the

ultimate collection of professional studio tools. it's the ultimate mix and mastering tool. it's the ultimate effect plug-
in. the meldaproduction bundle for macintosh is a collection of 109 software plug-ins for your macintosh computer.

to sum it up in a sentence: mcompletebundle includes 109 software audio plug-ins for mac. these include eq,
modulation effects, reverb, saturation, filters and much more. these effects are very easy to use, and you can

combine them in many different ways. 5ec8ef588b
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